
Dear Eddie, Mike, Stone, Jeff, Matt and Boom. 

You know me. 

You wrote songs about me. 

You wrote about my rough high school experiences, you helped put into words what I felt as 

a teenager towards my parents, you mumbled the right words when I was feeling Yellow and 

incoherent, my heart cringed when I went back to 'Come Back' after I lost my mother and 

finally you chose a symbolic song specifically for me to open the first live show I've ever 

been to a couple of years ago which gave me a heart full closure after a Long Road. 

But you don’t know me. 

I'm one of millions on the floor and at the stands. 

I'm only a page in an endless archive named 'You All Look the Same to Me'. 

I'm only one of hundreds of thousands of #1 fans. 

And I'm from Israel.  

I take pride in that; as much as I'm proud of artists speaking their mind. Too many are 

bothered by public opinion and what will impact record sales and radio airplay. Not you, and 

that’s what makes you Pearl Jam. And that’s what makes me a fan. 

10 years ago, when I was 15, I travelled to the U.S. with my parents. Back then I had only a 

couple of hundred of CD's but just before the trip I start taking interest in vinyl. Going to 

New York seemed like a vacation in paradise. Unluckily for me, we didn’t find any record 

stores (we probably weren't looking in the right places) until we stumbled across a small 

mom & pop record store somewhere in south Manhattan. Gladly we found out the owner 

was Israeli and he had both VS. and Riot Act for 20$ each. My mother told me to choose and 

I picked Jeff Ament's skeletons over the memorable sheep through the fence.  

That was my first record.  

Years went by and while Riot Acts value flourished – I understood this just might be the best 

record I know. It's sharp, unrestrained and full of heart and soul. But it takes time to truly 

understand every note in it. 

It reminded me of the people here in Israel – though they are troubled and living in the 

midst of an everyday struggle on both sides – they keep their heart warm, their soul 

undivided and their mind pure. I am of course speaking on both the 6 million Jews and 1.4 

million Arab Muslims living together in Israel.  

True, we are riddled with conflicts which are rooted in this nations ground, but these riddles 

are wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma. And I assure you that we are trying our best to 

find a solution.  

Yes, our situation is impossible and wrongful, and looking back on it we will see that nobody 

is right and that everybody is wrong. But sadly this is not the first territory/religion war 

taking place on our small planet and during our short global history. But our one true 

weapon is our voice and with it we can make music that will prevent a foreboding future. 

If we could all lay down our guns tomorrow – I will be an early bird flying to be first in line 

just like a Ten Club member with the number 1 written in marker on his hand. But its more 

complex than that – and of course a 25 year old can't begin to educate a group of men twice 

his age (or more – Boom! you are my hero!) about the complexity of life.  



And as the complexity of life unfolds its short span on us – we can yell blame on each other 

or try to sing and prey everybody will sing along. 

Music should do that. It should make us forget and forgive, it’s the solution to every problem 

and it echoes in eternity. We must grasp every opportunity to create it, to use it for the best. 

Fuck bad presidents and corrupt governments! Our cultural mind will stay untouched if we 

just let it, by art, by music, by love, by being open minded, by doing the impossible. 

I implore you to do the impossible and listen, have an ear against the ground and try to 

imagine the two sides of a coin and how it rolls and gets tossed to a million directions.  

I say - truth is limited, but love encircles the world. 

Once I did my best to bring Pearl Jam to Israel because I wanted an unforgettable show here 

in the place in which I live and love. Now, I want you to come in order to see and 

understand. Come and "..take a look on the other side".  Don’t stop speaking your mind and 

holding your grounds – but question everything you think you know, and everything you 

hear. Learn on your own, find out for yourselves. 

I hope this gets to you.  

#1 fan 

 יואב ארדן

Yoav Arden. 

 


